
Bus! Stop!Bus! Stop!
by James Yang
Try to catch the right bus!

IslandbornIslandborn
by Junot Díaz
Lola asks her family, friends, and neighbors
about their memories of her homeland..

It's shoe time!It's shoe time!
by Mo Willems
Can the mismatched shoes become pairs
again?

My journey to the starsMy journey to the stars
by Scott Kelly
Scott shares how he became a NASA
astronaut and spent a year on the
International Space Station.

Avalanche!Avalanche!
by Terry Lynn Johnson
Ashley and Ryan find their knowledge and
survival skills tested in the Grand Teton
Mountains.

Sojo: Memoirs of a reluctant sledSojo: Memoirs of a reluctant sled
dogdog
by Pam Flowers
A sled dog relates her exciting adventures,
including a trek across the frozen Arctic

The wild robot escapesThe wild robot escapes
by Peter Brown
This sequel finds Roz trying to find her way
home to the island.
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Reading takes you
everywhere!

Bronze and SunflowerBronze and Sunflower
by Wenxuan Cao
Sunflower is adopted by a poor family in a
chinese village after the death of her father

The LastThe Last
by Katherine Applegate
Byx is the youngest member of her dairne
pack. Her mythical doglike species has been
hunted to near extinction in Nedarra.

Sparks!Sparks!
by Ian Boothby
Two cats pilot a powerful, mechanical dog
suit to fight crime and maybe even save the
world.

ShortShort
by Holly Goldberg Sloan
Julia is cast as a Munchkin in a regional
theater production of The Wizard of Oz

The Pompeii disasterThe Pompeii disaster
by Dan Gutman
The Flashback Four are sent back in time by
a mysterious billionaire to take a photo of the
eruption of Mount Vesuvius

Writing radar : using your journalWriting radar : using your journal
to snoop out and craft greatto snoop out and craft great
storiesstories
by Jack Gantos
Aspiring writers will learn to craft good stories

and hear some good ones, too!

Dead CityDead City
by James Ponti
7th-grader Molly is recruited to the Omegas,
a secret group that watches for zombies in
New York City.

The Parker inheritanceThe Parker inheritance
by Varian Johnson
Candice most solve a set of clues in order to
find a treasure in the town where her
grandmother was once the first African
American City Manager. But to find the

treasure, Candice and Brandon must learn about the
history of segregated times in the small southern town.

PashminaPashmina
by Nidhi Chanani
When Priyanka finds a mysterious shawl she
is transported to a magical India and goes in
search of answers about her own past
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